
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TWO CLAIMS OF SOCRATES ABOUT WISDOM

Socratic wisdom refers to Socrates' awareness of the limitations of his I know nothing" really refers to an interpretation of
Plato's account of Socrates' life, In the context of this quote, Socrates is explaining that he does not claim to This
awareness goes by two names that seem virtually opposed to one.

Perhaps significantly, he points out that midwives are barren due to age, and women who have never given
birth are unable to become midwives; they would have no experience or knowledge of birth and would be
unable to separate the worthy infants from those that should be left on the hillside to be exposed. Socratic
irony can be seen again in the argument to prove to Meletus that if Socrates had corrupted the youth it must
have been done involuntarily and for that reason ought not to be punished. Socrates would have been brought
up with the stories of the gods recounted in Hesiod and Homer, in which the gods were not omniscient,
omnibenevolent, or eternal, but rather power-hungry super-creatures that regularly intervened in the affairs of
human beings. In making his defense, Socrates says that he will reply to each of two kinds of accusation.
Unity of Virtue; All Virtue is Knowledge In the Protagoras bb Socrates argues for the view that all of the
virtuesâ€”justice, wisdom, courage, piety, and so forthâ€”are one. His statements imply that Socrates is the
only one in the city of Athens who is corrupting the youth. The Cynics The Cynics greatly admired Socrates,
and traced their philosophical lineage back to him. Again, it was his desire to do nothing that would hinder the
cause of justice that led him to dismiss the members of his own family, so that their presence would not cause
the judges to be moved by feelings of sympathy and pity in place of reasoned judgment. Although it was the
stated reason for his indictment, the actual reason seems to have been the fact that his teachings were regarded
as dangerous to those who were in positions of power. At the same time, his hermeneutics leads him to argue
for the importance of dialectic as conversation. The penalty proposed is death by hemlock. By the middle of
the 5th century B. The Greek word "apologia" means "explanation" -- it is not to be confused with
"apologizing" or "being sorry" for one's actions. Socrates therefore denies the possibility of akrasia, or
weakness of the will. Though the Parmenides is a middle dialogue, the younger Socrates speaks only at the
beginning before Parmenides alone speaks for the remainder of the dialogue. Second, in the Phaedrus, Sophist,
Statesman, and Philebus, dialectic is defined as a method of collection and division. The term, " Socratic
paradox " can also refer to a self-referential paradox , originating in Socrates's utterance, "what I do not know I
do not think I know", [] often paraphrased as " I know that I know nothing. That is, what is the universal
definition or nature that holds for all examples of courage? To discern a consistent Socrates in Plato is
therefore a difficult task. In this respect, he is helping people gain wisdom his kind of wisdom, that is and
overcome ignorance.


